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The bridge ap academy ofsted report

The age range that the unit is legally authorized to provide. The number of places for students that the unit can accommodate. This shows whether a student's family applied for eligibility for free school meals, as reported in the annual spring school census. Parents can request free school meals if they receive an eligible
benefit. This does not show students who have actually received free school meals, but those who are eligible to receive them. Thank you for taking the time to look at our website. Within this site you will find information about us and the services we can offer you. We are sure that there will be something within the offer
that will attract your attention and make you want to learn more. We look forward to hearing from you in the future. Executive Director Professor Krishna Purbhoo Head of School Ziah Raphael Bridge AP Academy Finlay Street Fulham SW6 6HB t: 0203 108 0345 e: Multi-trusted academy Can't be a report because: we
haven't conducted a cursory assessment of this trust a summary assessment has taken place recently, but the letter hasn't been published yet 9 results How long until the next inspection? Schools requiring improvement shall normally be inspected within 30 months of the last inspection report. They may also receive
follow-up visits. We can also inspect at any time if we have any concerns. Normally, on the afternoon of the working day before the inspection, I notified her. We can also inspect schools without prior notice. Performance Cookies Performance Cookies allow us to collect information about how the website is used. For
example, we can record which pages are visited the most. This data allows us to see where we can optimize the website and make it more efficient. Foxtons: tbp, twp2, tws. tco Foxtons uses performance cookies to understand how our visitors use the site and how we can improve our site. We also host the following
third-party solutions that can set the following cookies: _ga, _gat, _gat_UA,&lt;TOKEN&gt;utmx, utmxx Google Analytics cookies are used to distinguish users and sessions and to collect usage data related to your visit on our website so that we can improve our website. LivePersonID, LPVisitorID, LPVID, LPSID-
&lt;TOKEN&gt;, LPCKEY-&lt;TOKEN&gt;, &lt;TOKEN&gt;-VID, wm-euug LivePerson uses cookies (if applicable) to provide customers with hosted service solutions, would be LiveChat. AddThis: _atssc, _atuvc, _atuvs, _ Some pages may have the AddThis social plugin to allow you to share pages to the social network



and for Foxtons to view reports on pages that have been shared and. Optimized: optimallyEndUserId, optimizelyData*, lc-sp-uid Optimizely is a third-party optimization solution that helps us test, analyze and improve each user's experience on the website based on their online behavior. Crazyegg: _ceir, is_returning,
_CEFT, _ceg,s, _ceg.u, s, u, cer.s, cer.v Crazyegg is a third-party optimization solution that helps us test,&lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; and improve each user's experience on the site based on their online behaviour. Functionality Cookies Functionality Cookies allow the website to remember settings
such as screen size, which allows us to serve the right content without overloading any network capacity or device. mortgage - Stores mortgage settings for use on the website. Currency - Stores currency settings for use on the website. Stores information about the last pages you viewed. screen - Stores the screen size
of the device on which you are viewing our site. This allows us to serve the right content for the device you're using, without overloading the network and keeping the best look. The strictly necessary cookies allow you to sign in to your account and view your account details without having to sign in again every time you
browse to the next page. They cannot be disabled. foxtons_session - Stores information about whether or not you're signed in to your account. visit_secure_token2 (session) - Stores the information you need to access your account. cookie_policy_displayed - Stores information about the cookie policy statement. Search -
Stores your preferences about how you prefer results to show, i.e. display 10 properties per page and price filter from highest to lowest. To make your experience by visiting the Foxtons website as simple and convenient as possible, we place small data files known as cookies on your computer. This practice is used by
many websites. Cookies are created when the browser loads the website. The website sends information to the browser, which then creates a text file. Cookies are stored on your device for different periods of time, from as short a period as possible to the duration of the browsing session to a few months. Every time you
return to the site, the browser picks up and sends cookies to the server, which helps improve your site experience by: Memorizing settings so you don't have to re-enter them every time you visit Remember inghires the latest properties and searches, helping you keep on top of the new lists Measuring site usage so that
we can see where we can improve You can manage and/or delete these small files from your device, but please be aware that this will limit the functionality we can offer. How long before the next inspection? Good schools are inspected every four years. We can also inspect at any time if we have any concerns.
Normally, on the afternoon of the working day before the inspection, I notified her. We can also inspect schools without prior notice. As soon as possible until the next inspection? Good schools are inspected every four years. We can also inspect at any time if we have any concerns. Normally, on the afternoon of the
working day before the inspection, I notified her. We can also inspect schools without prior notice. We can inspect other educational organizations at any time if we have concerns. Outstanding They are normally exempt from routine routine They may benefit from monitoring and other visits. Okay We normally inspect
them around three years. They may benefit from monitoring and other visits. We normally inspect them within one to two years of the last inspection. They also receive a support and challenge visit before the next full inspection. Inadequate We normally inspect them within 15 months of the last full inspection report. They
also receive follow-up visits. Note Normally, before the inspection, we gave notice of up to two working days. We can also inspect without notice. Page 2 2
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